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Abstract: 
 

J. Huizinga begins his fascination sociological study Homo Ludens with a statement that is deceptively 

prosaic: “Play is older than culture, for culture, however inadequately defined, always presupposed human 

society, and animals have not waited for man to teach them their playing” Assuming this much in the first of 

his chapter, he will shortly conclude, “The great archetypal activities of human society are all permeated 

with play from the start.” 

 

This “permeation,” Huizinga will aptly demonstrate, includes all “non-serious activities, such as contests, 

myth or storytelling, courtship, fashion, music, drama, the plastic arts such as sculpture and architecture, 

and even a few which we would ordinarily consider very serious non frivolous activities such as religion, 

ritual and courtships of marriage and justice. 

 

What I will discuss in my paper are the last four elements religion, ritual, courtship and justice as they apply 

to Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice. Particularly radical seems Huizinga’s idea that play not only 

antedates culture and its most revered institutions (a precursor and cause of them, if you will), but that play 

is a continuing aspect of these developed forms and in large measure may be the motive for their creation. 

More specifically, the primary motive for courtship may not originate in match-making but in the more 

illusive desire for play. Or more seriously, religious ritual may not originate in the attempt to appease or 

propitiate the gods, but merely again, in the desire for magical thinking, or again, play. 

 

Huizinga’s simple, but stimulating theory, must also cause us to wonder to what extent one of the more 

important of man’s non-frivolous activities, the administration of justice, takes it true motives in the 

“agonistic” play and merriment. 

 

Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice seems to be a perfect exemplar of the above discussion, not simply 

because a theatrical play must be an excellent example of “play,” but because in this work Shakespeare 

integrates Huizinga’s defining characteristics of play so successfully with a drama about wagers, contests, 

romantic courtship, religion and justice. 

 

If this be so, we must also wonder if we are not violating according to Huizinga one of the cardinal rules of 

“play” (and hence destroying the illusion of play) when we seek in Shakespeare’s traditionally problematic 

play an illumination into Shakespeare’s intentions or position concerning religious bigotry and impartial 

justice. 
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The Significance of “Play” within the Play: Huizinga’s Theory and the Merchant of Venice: 

Like many of his other works, Shakespeare derived the plot of The Merchant of Venice from earlier source 

material. Although stories of greedy Jews seem to have been somewhat in vogue at that time and there are 

surely parallels between Merchant and The Jew of Malta Shakespeare seems to have found the original story 
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in Ser Giovanni’s Il Pecorone, written in the 14th century and printed in 1558. 

      

The anti-Semitic nature of the play was something of a given, though critics have both defended and 

rationalized Shakespeare’s handling of the play. Beyond the historical context, the play has for a greater part 

of its history been conventionally seen as Shakespeare’s presentation on the superior merits of mercy as 

opposed to justice. Certainly this argument is also forcefully made in Measure for Measure. Even as late as 

1961, Kermode saw the tale as one that “begins with usury and corrupt love” and “ends with harmony and 

perfect love.”  “All the time it tells its audience that this is its subject, and only by the determined effort to 

avoid the obvious can one mistake the theme of The Merchant of Venice” (cited in Rabkin, 8). 

 

Post modern critics have managed, however, to “avoid the obvious” and see the play fraught with thematic 

contradictions. Girard, Bloom, Goddard, Midgley, Ryan, and Stephens, just to name a few, have pointed out 

the complex and paradoxical if not inconsistent elements in the design and characterization of this play. This 

lacking of a single unambiguous theme has consequently led to a proliferation of viewpoints. To some, the 

play illustrates the sacrifice of such virtues as integrity, dignity, morality in the expedient pursuit of material 

gain. And while there is frequent mention of both Christianity and Judaism, these terms are employed as 

merely labels to define characters and otherwise have little foundation in the play. Similarly, Biblical 

references are invoked, but not to lend wisdom but merely as weapons in rhetorical attacks. Of the plays 

most singular paragon of virtue, Portia, Harold Bloom says: 

 

     Portia, the play’s center, is far more complex and shadowed than ever I have seen her 

     played as being,….and she is at worse a happy hypocrite, far too intelligent not to see 

     that she is not exactly dispensing Christian mercy. (98) 

 

Taken seriously, problems for a consistent reading abound, and there does not seem to be a character or 

situation in the play that cannot be ethically reversed or turned inside out like “a chevril’d glove.” 

 

While these arguments are well-grounded, they become almost irrelevant in view of the work Homo Ludens 

by J. Huizinga. Huizinga’s text challenges the modern or postmodern critic to reevaluate the centrality of 

morality or ethics in all serious works of literature. Plays, he argues, are inherently unethical and non-serious 

and must therefore be judged by the standards of play, not ethics. 

 

Although a brief introduction is probably unnecessary for this audience, I would like, nevertheless, to 

highlight what I see as the core elements of Huizinga’s theory which are so easily identified in such a work 

as The Merchant of Venice, and in closing, I would point to how very well Huizinga’s theory, in a sense, 

dispenses with the most troubling elements for modern critics in Shakespeare’s work. 

 

Huizinga begins his treatise with several expansive definitions: 

     

      Play is older than culture, for culture, however inadequately defined, always 

      Presupposes human society, and animals have not waited for man to teach them their 

      playing. We can safely assert, even, that human civilization has added no essential  

      feature to the general idea of play. Animals play just like men. We have only to  

      watch dog to see that the essentials of human play are present in their merry gambols.  

      They invite one another to play by a certain ceremoniousness of attitude and gesture.  

      They keep to the rule that you shall not bite, or not bite hard, your brother’s ear. 

      They pretend to get terribly angry. And what is most important in all these doings 

      they plainly experience tremendous fun and enjoyment.  (I) 

 

But play doesn’t simply pre-date culture, it is the basis of culture, while remaining in many senses apart 

from that which it gives birth: 
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     Now in myth and ritual the great instinctive forces of civilized life have their origin: 

     law and order, commerce and profit, craft and art, poetry, wisdom and science.  All  

     are rooted in the primeval [sic] soil of play (5). 

 

So, what has been traditionally thought of as a profitless or worthless activity is far from a foolish one: 

 

     Play is not foolish.  It lies outside the antithesis of wisdom and folly. The late middle 

     ages tended to express the two cardinal moods of life play and seriousness 

     somewhat imperfectly by opposing folie to sense…(6)…Play lies outside the  

     antithesis of wisdom and folly, and equally outside those of myth and falsehood, good 

     and evil.  Although it is a non-material activity it has no moral function.  The  

     valuation of vice and virtue do not apply here. (6) 

 

The origins of play escape Huizinga’s treatise. Although some have tried to see in it a purpose, to give play a 

purpose violates the very definition of play. It is an enigma and Huizinga places before it such curtains of 

myth and mystery as may be found in the earliest Vedic literature, where the Gods are described as players 

and the world a game board, or in a particularly apt but equally mystical passage from Plato’s Laws: 

 

      God alone is worthy of supreme seriousness, but man is made God’s play thing and  

      that is the best part of him. Therefore every man should live life accordingly, and  

      play the noblest games and be of another mind from what they are at present…(18-   

      19) 

 

While there is much from Huizinga’s work that deserves quotation, I fear I will not get to the application of 

Huizinga’s work to The Merchant of Venice without some necessarily quick but adequate definition:   

 

     Summing up the formal characteristics of play we might call it a free activity standing 

     quite consciously outside ‘ordinary’ life as being not serious, but at the same time  

     absorbing the player intensely and utterly. It is an activity connected with no material 

     interest, and no profit can be gained by it.… The function of the play in the higher  

     forms which concern us here can largely be derived from the basic aspects under  

     which we meet it: as a contest for something or a representation of something. These 

     two functions can unite in such a way that the game “represents” a contest , or else  

     becomes a contest for the best representation of something.  (13) 

 

Almost all of the dramatic elements of The Merchant of Venice bear an uncanny resemblance to ideas 

proposed in various chapters of Huizinga’s book. The Merchant of Venice begins with a wager. Bassino, 

who is deeply in debt to Antonio, offers to repay the sum in full by venturing “one last arrow” in search of 

those which have been lost (if Antonio will provide him with that one last arrow). Now, according to 

Huizinga, play is at heart an agon, a contest, a wager or simply a game of chance. Important wagers or 

contests have from earliest time involved the contests in the picking or bestowing of brides and bridegrooms 

(83). 

 

To facilitate this courtship (and courtship is clearly identified as a sort of play or gaming activity), Antonio 

engages himself in a debt to Shylock, a debt which itself has many of the elements of play: rules, chance, 

penalties, and a chance to assert superiority. 

 

Interestingly enough, it is Shylock who turns the loan into a sort of game when he stipulates that the debt 

might also be paid in “a pound of flesh.” Bassanio initially wishes to turn down the terms of the wager, 

believing the risk too great and Shylock’s contract in deadly earnest 

 
Although Shylock makes light of his proviso that the debt be paid in ducats or flesh why ever should he prefer 
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a pound of flesh to payment? he retorts still Shylock’s asides make clear that he sees this lending as an 

opportunity to get revenge and to assert his own superiority over the gentile establishing ‘superiority’ being 

one of the goals of play according to Huizinga.    

 

Bassanio receives Shylock’s monies, and he uses it to go to Belmont, where the beautiful and wealthy 

heiress waits, not to be wooed but won according to the terms of her father’s will. This courtship ritual 

(which involves a game of riddles, also included in Huizinga’s list of play activities), though despised by 

Portia and actually declared unreasonable, is nevertheless agreed to voluntarily. The reason for this 

submission might be found in the two following attributes of play. One: 

 

     [Play] creates order, it is order. Into an imperfect world and into the confusion of life 

     it brings a temporary, a limited perfection.  Play demands order absolute and  

     supreme. (10) 

 

and two: 

 

      … the purposes [play] served are external to immediate material interests or the 

      individual satisfaction of biological needs.  As a sacred activity play naturally 

      contributes to the well-being of the group, but in another way and by other means  

      than the acquisition of the necessities of life. (9) 

 

Portia is fully aware that she can defeat the terms of her father’s will and permit her to make her own choice 

through cheating, but she does not. Critics would see this as an act of virtue or honesty. But it is also easily 

explained within the confines of play: 

 

     All play has it rules….The rules of a game are absolutely binding and allow of no  

     doubt ….Indeed, as soon as the rules are transgressed the whole play-world  

     collapses.  The game is over …. The player who trespasses against the rules or  

     ignores them is a “spoil sport”.  The “spoil-sport is not the same as a false player, the 

     cheat; for the latter pretends to be playing the game and, on the face of it, still 

     acknowledges the magic circle.  By withdrawing for the game he reveals the relatively 

     and fragility of the play-world in which he had temporarily shut himself with others.   

     He robs the play of its illusion.  (11) 

 

While some might well argue that marriage is a serious matter, even a moral choice, and is not an apt subject 

for games of chance or play; still, this is exactly what Shakespeare here proposes in his game of three 

caskets. And as for the necessity of seriousness or earnestness, it is irrelevant to play and in a sense beneath 

it: 

 

     ‘Earnest is simply not playing’ and nothing more…Play is a thing by itself. The 

     play-concept as such is of a higher order than is seriousness.  For seriousness seeks to 

     exclude play, whereas play can very well include seriousness. (45) 

 

Bassanio and Portia are united happily and fairly it must be added. Huizinga repeatedly tells us, that fairness 

is merely a consequence of adhering to the rules of the game: 

 

      Though play is outside the range of good and bad, the element of tension imparts to it  

      a certain ethical value in so far as it means a testing of the player’s prowess: his 

      courage, tenacity, resources and, last but not least his spiritual power his fairness. 

      (62) 
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Returning to Venice, Bassanio sees that Antonio is in default, and the nature of the contract between 

Antonio and Shylock seems inviolable. Having failed to pay the required amount on the due date, Shylock 

has the right to demand either his ducats or a pound of flesh to be taken from whatever part of the body that 

Shylock chooses and Shylock chooses to take it from Antonio’s heart. Postmodern critics have often pointed 

to the way in which the community which is Christian in name only is arrayed against the singular Jew.  

While Shylock is not insulting in his language, he is in deadly earnest to exact his pound of flesh. The 

Christians in attendance, particularly Gratiano but Antonio as well, verbally insult Shylock. Gratiano calls 

Shylock a “damned in execrable dog.” Antonio repeatedly refers to Shylock as a “Jew” as though that was 

characterization enough for his behavior and speaks of his “hard Jewish heart.” 

 

To many, the numerous prejudices and racial insults bandied about by all of the major Christian characters 

invalidate to a large measure their professed Christianity. But to Huizinga, ethical behavior and play are 

mutually exclusive except, as I mentioned, as a byproduct of observing the rules of the game. As Huizinga 

reminds us in the conclusion of this text: 

 

      It is the moral content of an action that makes it serious.  When the combat has an  

      ethical value it ceases to be play.   (211) 

 

But there are two other important aspects of Huizinga’s play theory as it relates to culture and this 

specifically includes archaic justice: 

 

     We moderns cannot conceive justice apart from abstract righteousness, however  

     feeble our conception of it may be.  For us, the lawsuit is a dispute about right and  

     wrong; winning and losing take only second place.  Now it is precisely this  

     preoccupation with ethical values that we abandon if we are to understand archaic 

     justice. 78 

 

In other words, in the development of the culture of justice, play was at center. Justice was decided not 

necessarily by logic or evidence, but by chance as in the casting of lots or the toss of a coin or by physical or 

verbal challenges even insults: 

 

     [Even] Greek and Roman civilization had not wholly outgrown the phase in which 

     the legal oration is hardly distinguishable from a reviling match.  (87) 

 

And in archaic legal contests,  

 

     Humorous sallies, satire, apt allusions, proverbs, withering scorn and cold contempt 

     are all enlisted, accompanied the while by the liveliest gesticulations and the most  

     fearful bellowing calculated to strengthen the accusation. (88) 

 

Certainly, this is an excellent description of the courtroom scene before the entrance of Portia, disguised as a 

young legal scholar. 

 

One of the most intriguing problems to be solved or explained by Huizinga is the problem of justice in 

Shylock vs. Antonio. Huizinga says repeatedly throughout his text that “fairness” is an essential ingredient 

in play.  Players enter into the play voluntarily.   

 

They must all equally abide the rules of the game or suffer the consequences. To this he allows two 

examples or exceptions in discussing the significance of their actions: 

 

      To our way of thinking, cheating as a means of winning a game robs the action of its  
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       play character and spoils it altogether because for us the essence of the play is that the 

      rules be kept that it be fair.  (52) 

 

And he repeats this idea in his conclusion: 

 

      Fair play is nothing less than good faith expressed in play terms.  Hence the cheat or 

      the spoil-sport shatters civilization itself .…It must not be a false seeming, a masking  

      of political purposes behind the illusion of genuine play-forms.  True play knows no 

      propaganda; its aim is in itself, and it familiar spirit is happy inspiration.  (211) 

 

The “spoiled sport” by refusing to continue the play when the game turns against him is something akin but 

much worse than the false player. By walking away from the game, the spoiled sport calls into question the 

value of play by undermining its authority. The “false player” or cheat does not challenge the magic circle in 

which the play is performed, rather he subverts it for his own purposes something which also embraces the 

hypocrite.   

 

A good deal of hypocrisy or false playing has already been noted by the critics in this play. The question, as 

Huizinga would pose it, is not whether this is morally right or wrong, whether this undermines the much 

discussed theme of the play, the necessary victory of mercy over justice. No, rather we must ask to what 

degree the behavior of the players in the play violates the rules of the game and the consequence, if any, that 

violation has on the enchantment created by the act of playing.  

  

It is interesting to note that from the very beginning of Shakespeare’s play, Antonio is an unfit candidate for 

contest. As he confesses to Solanio and Salarino, he suffers from something that seems akin to fatigue and 

angst: 

 

      In sooth, I know not why I am so sad, 

      It wearies me, you say it wearies you;  

      But how I caught it, found it, or came by it, 

      What stuff ‘tis made of, wherefore it is born, 

      I am to learn:  (I. i,) 

 

Gratiano suggests that Antonio is too serious. “You have too much respect upon the world; they lose it who 

do buy it with too much are.” Clearly, Gratiano’s advice refers to gaming. Those are most likely to win who 

treat it merely as a game. Antonio responds to this advice with one of Shakespeare’s many allusions to the 

world as a play, however, in this play, he clear is not gamesome hence a reluctant player: 

 

      I hold the world but as the world, Gratiano, 

      A stage where every man must play a part, 

      And mine a sad one. (I, i) 

 

Much as Romeo’s love-sickness (according to Mercutio), makes him an unfit adversary for Tybalt, 

Antonio’s melancholy makes him a careless competitor for Shylock. The players are simply uneven from the 

beginning and this violates one of the premises of gaming. Competitors must be essentially equal. 

 

Consequently, while Antonio is a voluntary participant in his wager with Shylock, he enjoys none of its 

benefits such as joy or pleasure and will be loath even to defend himself in his own defense.   

 

Additionally, Shylock from the very beginning enters into the wager with false motives. He talks at first of 

the venture as a financial one, weighing it merits against his possible loses: “Three thousand ducats, ‘tis a 

good sum. Three months from twelve, let me see the rate.” But after reflecting upon the uncivil treatment he 
has received from Antonio and other Christians because he practices usury, he promises to show a kindness 
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he will omit the charging of interest on the debt and goes on to frame the bond in terms of sport:   

 

      This kindness will I show, 

      Go with me to a notary, seal me there 

      Your single bond, and in a merry sport, 

      If you repay me not on such a day, 

      …let the forfeit  

      Be nominated for an equal pound 

      Of your fair flesh… (I, iii) 

 

To such a bond, Bassanio objects (He likes not “fair terms and a villain’s mind”), but the serious, half-

reluctant player, Antonio, sees no harm in such a wager, especially as Shylock has assured all present:  

 

      If he should break his day, what should I gain 

      By the exaction of the forfeiture? 

      A pound of man’s flesh taken from a man, 

      Is not so estimable, profitable neither, 

      As flesh of muttons, beefs, or goats, I say 

      To buy his favor I extend this friendship.  (II, i) 

 

The contest or wager as it is originally predicated is rather simple and neutral in winning terms.  If Antonio’s 

overseas investments return within the 3 months which makes this a wager of chance the bond is paid in full 

with no interest. If not, well, Shylock will presumably wait until he can be paid for what is the value of 

man’s flesh? But Shylock is a false player. His intention, as he states privately, is really to extract revenge 

for an old grudge: 

 

      If I can catch him once upon the hip, 

      I will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him. 

      ….cursed be my tribe  

      If I forgive him.  (I, iii) 

 

Antonio has entered only into a wager of chance, and he knows not until his ships miscarry that he had also 

entered into a game of trickery or wits. 

 

Huizinga actually allows for this trickery within his scope of play:   

 

     Many of the heroes of mythology win by trickery or by help from without….in all of 

     these instances the act of fraudulently outwitting somebody else has itself become a  

     subject for competition, a new play theme as it were. (52) 

 

In other words, games of chance can be won with fraudulent means, but then the game has changed in 

nature. In this case, the challenge in Shylock’s game of trickery cannot be taken up by Antonio. He 

passively accepts his doom as dictated by the terms of the original game of chance. But to Antonio’s aid 

comes Portia, who in disguise takes up the challenge and out wits the schemer. (In a sense, she plays the role 

of the knightly champion who takes up the challenge for someone unable participate in the joust or trial. As 

Huizinga has already pointed out, medieval assertions of fact or right could, and regularly were, pursued by 

a trial of strength or skill in arms). Both disguise and substitute players are allowed in play according to 

Huizinga. In discussing the nature of the hero and Portia clearly is the heroine of the play Huizinga allows of 

disguise: 

 

     He is incognito either because he is deliberately concealing his identity, or because he 

     does not know it himself, or because he can change his shape at will.  In other words, 
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     he is wearing a mask, he appears in disguise, he carries a secret.  Once more we are  

     close to the old and sacred game of the hidden being who will only reveal himself to 

     the initiated. (133) 

 

In such a disguise, Portia quickly perceives a way of invalidating Shylock’s claim. “Be merciful,” she says, 

“take thrice thy money, bid me tear the bond.” 

 

To this Shylock responds, “By my soul, I swear, there is no power in the tongue of man to alter me: I stay 

here on my bond” (IV, i). 

 

Having trapped or locked him in this position, she proceeds to then make it impossible to collect his 

winnings through a reductio ad absurdam  Shylock may take his pound of flesh but: 

 

     The words expressly are a pound of flesh, 

      Then take thy bond, take thy pound of flesh, 

      But in the cutting it, if thou dost shed 

      One drop of Christian blood, thy lands and goods 

      Are by the laws of Venice confiscate…. (IV, i) 

 

 Trickery, which is clearly what Portia’s legal judgment is, has put the trickster in an impossible bind.  

Shylock at this point withdraws from play, becomes a ‘spoiled-sport something that Huizinga calls 

unforgivable by the players and unacceptable because it is something that calls into question the illusion of 

the play itself: 

 

      The spoil-sport breaks the magic world; therefore he is a coward and must be ejected.   

      In the world of high seriousness, too, the cheat and the hypocrites have always had an 

      easier time of it than the spoil-sports….  (12) 

 

There is very much more that could be written on this particular application of Homo Ludens to The 

Merchant of Venice, but time and space do not permit. If there is one major theme to Huizinga’s book, it is 

this, that the modern world has lost its way through its misunderstanding of the nature and importance of 

play. Religion and science have bound mankind into such a strict and serious habits of thinking, that play 

and its benefits for society have been almost totally neglected. Huizinga’s text does not solve any of 

confusions of intentions posed by post-modern critics against Shakespeare’s play. Rather, Huizinga 

addresses and reveals the essential nature of Shakespeare’s play on its own terms as play, neither logically 

nor morally judgmental, but as play for its own sake. 

 

I would like to conclude with an observation by Huizinga that I found particularly appropriate in trying to 

assess the importance of his own application of play to life” 

 

      In play we move below the level of seriousness as the child does; but we can also 

      move above it into the realm of the beautiful and the sacred. (19) 
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